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Bipartisan Congressional Lawmakers Tell
DEA To Allow Psilocybin Treatment For
Terminal Patients

POLITICS

Published 3 days ago on January 18, 2022
By Kyle Jaeger 







Bipartisan members of Congress sent a letter on Tuesday requesting that the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) allow terminally ill patients to use psilocybin as an
investigational treatment without the fear of federal prosecution.

Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-OR) started circulating a Dear Colleague letter to build support for
the request last month. Now signed by a coalition of lawmakers on both sides of the aisle, the
letter to DEA stresses that there are state and federal right-to-try (RTT) laws that should make
it so certain patients can obtain the psychedelic given that it’s shown early potential in
ongoing clinical trials.

DEA has denied access, however, resulting in a lawsuit that was �led in March by a Washington
State doctor who sought federal guidance to treat terminal patients with psilocybin
mushrooms and was told there wasn’t a legal avenue for him to do so.

The lawmakers said DEA is “obstructing access to psilocybin for therapeutic use consistent
with the letter and intent Right to Try (RTT) laws.”
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“Research demonstrates that psilocybin provides immediate, substantial and sustained relief
from debilitating anxiety and depression in individuals with terminal illnesses,” the letter
states. “We strongly believe that our constituents suffering such illnesses should have access
to this investigational drug should they decide to pursue such a course of treatment.”

Beside Blumenauer, the other signatories on the letter are Reps. Don Bacon (R-NE), Rashida
Tlaib (D-MI), Andy Biggs (R-AZ), Sheila Jackson Lee (D-TX), Dean Philips (D-MN) and
Madeleine Dean (D-PA).

Biggs stands out as an especially interesting signatory given that he’s been openly hostile
toward marijuana reform, voting against proposals to end federal prohibition and protect
banks that work with state-legal cannabis businesses. The congressman also once inaccurately
claimed on the House �oor that voters in his state only “barely” approved a measure to
legalize marijuana during the 2020 election. In fact, it passed 60-40 percent.

That said, right-to-try laws seem to have broader support among Republicans, with Congress
and 41 states having adopted such policies, which allow patients with terminal conditions to
try investigational medications that have not been approved for general use. The new letter
says DEA has “has failed to abide” by the law.

The lawsuit against DEA is currently before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,
which heard oral arguments in the case in September. Washington State’s attorney general’s
of�ce joined the plaintiffs in support of psilocybin access. DEA argued that the court should
dismiss the suit because it lacked jurisdiction.

The lawmakers’ letter is addressed to DEA Administrator Anne Milgram, who was appointed
by President Joe Biden and con�rmed by the Senate over the summer.

“Urgent action is needed to ensure that people currently suffering terminal illness can elect
treatment involving psilocybin,” it says. “We therefore urge you to take quick action to ensure
that the DEA follows duly enacted RTT law and accommodates constituents with terminal
illnesses in receiving psilocybin for therapeutic use.”

Blumenauer separately told Marijuana Moment last month that he’s “excited” about
advancements in psychedelics research, as well as the implementation of a psilocybin therapy
program that’s being set up in his home state of Oregon, where voters approved the historic
reform during last year’s election.

Oregon’s initiative is “a model about how to take advantage of the this therapy for people who
desperately need it,” he said. “There are a number of opportunities to demonstrate the power
of this therapy. And we are, in a very thoughtful and systematic way, implementing that in
Oregon to show how it can result.”

“I think this discussion needs to take place on Capitol Hill—and it’s something that I would
like to occur early in the new the new year,” Blumenauer said. “Let people understand the
potential, using opportunities now for people in the late stages of life to be able to try this
using federal legislation.”

Read the text of the letter to DEA on right-to-try for psilocybin below: 
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Austin Lawmakers Approve Marijuana
Decriminalization Initiative For May Ballot

The Austin City Council on Tuesday approved a proposal to put an activist-led
initiative to decriminalize marijuana and ban no-knock police raids on the local ballot

in May. Ground Game Texas successfully collected enough signatures to place the reform
on the Austin ballot. The council had a chance to adopt it as an ordinance on …
Continue reading
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Own Plants
Published 5 hours ago on January 21, 2022
By Kyle Jaeger 

A bipartisan group of Pennsylvania senators introduced a bill on Thursday that would allow
medical marijuana patients to cultivate their own plants for personal use.

Sens. Dan Laughlin (R) and Sharif Street (D) �rst announced their intent to �le the legislation
in November, arguing that it is a necessary reform to ensure patient access by giving people a
less costly alternative to buying from dispensaries.

Registered patients who are 21 and older, and who have been residents of the state for at least
30 days, could grow up to six plants in an “enclosed and locked space” at their residence,
according to the text of the bill. They would be allowed to buy cannabis seeds from licensed
dispensaries

Senator Dan Laughlin
@senatorlaughlin

SB1024 -  Senator Sharif Street and I worked diligently to get 
CONTINUE READING
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Minnesota Democratic leaders are preparing for another push to legalize marijuana this
session, with the sponsor of the House-passed reform bill saying he will be reworking the
legislation in an effort to build further support—though it continues to face an uphill climb in
the GOP-controlled Senate.

House Majority Leader Ryan Winkler (D) and Senate Minority Leader Melisa Franzen (D)
discussed the legislative strategy during a roundtable event hosted by the Minnesota Hemp
Growers Cooperative on Wednesday.

Winkler said that his bill, which moved through 12 committees before being approved on the
House �oor last year, is the “product of hundreds of hours of work involving thousands of
people’s input, countless hearings and public listening sessions—but it is not a perfect bill.”

RAMP Minnesota
@ramp_mn CONTINUE READING

Nebraska Activists Say New GOP Medical
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A Republican Nebraska senator introduced a bill on Thursday that ostensibly seeks to legalize
medical marijuana in the state—but activists have raised concerns that the restrictive measure
may be an attempt to subvert an effort to pass even broader patient protections on the 2022
ballot.

Sen. Mike Groene (R) �led the legislation, which would allow certain patients to buy and
possess cannabis oils, pills and up to two and a half ounces of �ower at a limited number of
dispensaries. Smoking or inhaling marijuana would be banned, however, as would making
edibles—so it’s not clear how patients would consume the �ower they could possess.

But the main problem is, the bill would maintain that cultivating marijuana in Nebraska for
commercial or personal use is illegal, meaning dispensaries wouldn’t even have a legal means
of obtaining cannabis products for patients.

The bill is also severely restrictive in terms of who would qualify for cannabis. It would only
permit access to people with stage IV cancer uncontrolled seizures severe muscle spasms

CONTINUE READING
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